TCP meeting
May 9, 2023 11:02am

Items discussed:

Diane Agud inquired about shorter time and cost on Parkmobile for short meetings on campus for individuals who work at CRC. Pam Tate is sure that changed that a couple years ago.

AJ Prussin advised that individuals can get less than the 32 or 16 BBW permits. Pam Tate advised that needs to be discussed with Nick Quint.

AJ Prussin advised concerns for bike and pedestrian leaving Perry Street garage, the vehicle traffic is dangerous. Pam Tate advised the construction will be opening the second entrance at the backside of Prices towards West Campus. That should help get the cars moving in 2 different ways. The Va Tech PD have been monitoring that area since we started having issues.

Christa Miller advised about Randolph construction, where will ADA and service parking will go. Pam Tate advised that there is so many levels to the Randolph construction and the food pickup spaces that are causing issues. We have ADA and services spaces but, the Special events coordinator is working with project manager.